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Minutes of the 207th meeting of State Environment Impact Assessment Authority (SEIAA), Odisha,
held on dated 02.06.18 at 11.00 a.m.

The 207th meeting of the SEIAA, Odisha was held under the Chairmanship of Shri S.C Mohanty, on 01.06.2018 and 02.06.2018 in the
office chamber of the Chairman. The following members were present in the meeting.

Members Present:
1. Shri S.C Mohanty, Chairman
2. Dr. S. P. Das, Member
3. Shri K. Murugesan, Member Secretary

Discussions were held as per agenda circulated earlier and decisions /orders /observations in regard to grant of EC emerged as follows:

1. SEAC Proceedings held on 05.05.2018.
Sl.
No.

Date
of
online
receipt
of the
propo
sal

Date of sending E-
mail to PP for
seeking additional
information, if any
after preliminary
scrutiny by MS/
Env. Engr. /
Date of Despatch
of acceptance
letter and asking
for submission of
hard copy of the
proposal  /
Date of receipt of
hard copy of the
proposal for TOR /
for EC.

Propos
al File
No.

Catego
ry of
the
propos
al

Projec
t /
Activit
y
applie
d for

Name of the
proposal

Name
of the
project
propon
ent
along
with
contact
details

Distric
t /
Tahasi
l

Gist of appraisal report /
Communication received from
SEAC

Observations /
Minutes of
SEIAA meeting
(To be uploaded
to relevant
website of
MoEF&CC, and
communicated
to concerned
quarters by
post)

1 2 3, 4, 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1. Manual -

-
16.10.17

SEIAA-
77/11

Mining Non
Coal
Mining

Proposal for
proposed
enhancement in
production of Iron
Ore from 0.378
MTPA to 1.080
MTPA over an area
49.372 of Raikela &

M/s
Penguin
Trading
&
Agencie
s Ltd

Sunde
rgarh

The SEAC in its meeting held on
05.05.18 has recommended for
revision of Stipulated Condition No.25
of Environmental Clearance by
inserting “not to disturb the stabilized
OB Dump & back fill, reclamation &
rehabilitation will be done in the
generated OB on the Ore Exhaust part

The EC granted,
earlier will now
remain
coterminous with
the lease period
and the stipulated
condition no.25
may be amended
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Tantra Iron Ore
Mines of M/s
Penguin Trading &
Agencies Ltd at
Raikela Iron &
Tantra in
Sundergarh district.

during Mining Operation as per
approved Mining Plan / Scheme of
Mining”.
The Project Proponent has requested
revision of stipulated condition No. 25
of EC in respect of Raikela Tantra Iron
Mines of M/s Penguin Trading &
Agencies Ltd.
The proposal was placed in the 206th

meeting of SEIAA and deferred to next
meeting.

to this effect.

2. SEAC Proceedings held on 25.04.2018.
Sl.
No.

Date
of
online
receipt
of the
propo
sal

Date of sending E-
mail to PP for
seeking additional
information, if any
after preliminary
scrutiny by MS/
Env. Engr. /
Date of Despatch
of acceptance
letter and asking
for submission of
hard copy of the
proposal  /
Date of receipt of
hard copy of the
proposal for TOR /
for EC.

Propos
al File
No.

Catego
ry of
the
propos
al

Projec
t /
Activit
y
applie
d for

Name of
the
proposal

Name
of the
projec
t
propo
nent
along
with
conta
ct
details

Distr
ict
/Tah
asil

Gist of appraisal report /
Communication received from SEAC

Observations /
Minutes of SEIAA
meeting (To be
uploaded to relevant
website of MoEF&CC,
and communicated to
concerned quarters by
post)

1 2 3, 4, 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1. 23-

Nov-17
-

24-Nov-17
30.11.17

20996/
06-
NCMB1/
11-2017

Sand Non-
coal
Mining

Kuakhai
River Sand
Mine-48.81
ha located
at Village-
Umadeibra
hmapur,
Alarpur,
Hatajasuap
ur, Hirapur,
Tahasil-
Balianta,

Kamal
Kumar
Patra

Khor
da

The SEAC in its meeting held on 25.04.18
has recommended to grant Environmental
Clearance for the proposal valid from the
date of Environmental Clearance
accorded upto the lease period with
following conditions in addition to the
conditions stipulated for sand mines in
general.
(1) The blocks should be clearly

demarcated and mining activity
should only be restricted to the
designated area for which approved

The PP may be asked to
make a presentation on
the quantity of sand
extraction per year, and
its justification on
adhering to the
stipulations proposed
and whether safety zone
etc, have been properly
demarcated. Give time
on 6th June, 2018.
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District-
Khorda

mining plan has been submitted to
minimize the damage to the river bed
eco-system.

(2) The authorities shall ensure that the
safety zone as defined in the
approved mining plan between
bridge and block A, B in one side
and C, D on the other and shall be
demarcated by concrete pillars and
no mining activity be allowed in the
safety zone.

(3) The approach road to the flood
embankment road should be
restricted to 2 nos. to ensure
minimum damage to the
embankment.

(4) Sand transportation shall be done
only during 10 AM to 6 PM by trucks
of capacity
<6.0 m3. Transpiration of sand by
Hywa shall not be allowed.

(5) Suitable plantation on the slopes of
embankment road shall be done to
increase the embankment stability.

(6) The truck for carrying sand (to and
fro) shall not be allowed to ply on the
embankment road and shall be
allowed to move in “Haulage Road”
to be constructed by the proponent
before mining operation.

(7) Any damage to the existing
embankment road if made, by the
movement of sand carrying vehicles
though prohibited, shall be regularly
and periodically repaired and
maintained by the proponent with
due permission of the concerned
department.

(8) The above conditions to be complied
and monitored strictly by District
Revenue and Administrative
Authority.
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3. SEAC Proceedings held on 17.05.2018, 18.05.2018 and 19.05.2018. (Country Liquor Proposals)
Sl.

No.
Date
of
online
receipt
of the
propo
sal

Date of sending E-
mail to PP for
seeking additional
information, if any
after preliminary
scrutiny by MS/
Env. Engr. /
Date of Despatch
of acceptance
letter and asking
for submission of
hard copy of the
proposal  /
Date of receipt of
hard copy of the
proposal for TOR /
for EC.

Propos
al File
No.

Catego
ry of
the
propos
al

Project
/
Activity
applied
for

Name of the
proposal

Name
of the
project
propon
ent
along
with
contact
details

District /
Tahasil

Gist of appraisal report /
Communication received from
SEAC

Observations /
Minutes of SEIAA
meeting (To be
uploaded to relevant
website of MoEF&CC,
and communicated to
concerned quarters by
post)

1 2 3, 4, 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1. 30-

Mar-18
-

31-Mar-18
10.04.18

23163/3
20-
IND2/03
-2018
(write
321)

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.530  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Teleibani
(Bindpur) , at
Teleibani
(Bindpur) ,
Dist-Deogarh

Bhikari
Charan
Sahoo

Deogarh The SEAC in its meeting held on
17.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.530 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

2. 31-
Mar-18

-
31-Mar-18
10.04.18

23166/3
24-
IND2/03

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.392  KLD
Mahua Flower

Rabisan
kar
Sahu

Deogarh The SEAC in its meeting held on
17.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
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-2018 Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor
Shop,Ballam ,
at Ballam ,
Dist-Deogarh

unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.392 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

3. 31-
Mar-18

-
31-Mar-18
10.04.18

23167/3
25-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
3.120  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor
Shop,Routmar
a , at
Routmara,
Dist-Deogarh

Rabisan
kar
Sahu

Deogarh The SEAC in its meeting held on
17.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 3.120 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

4. 31-
Mar-18

-
31-Mar-18
10.04.18

23168/3
26-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.620  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country

Rabisan
kar
Sahu

Angul The SEAC in its meeting held on
17.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
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Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor
Shop,Nimiribe
da , at
Nimiribeda,
Dist-Angul

less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.620 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

5. 31-
Mar-18

-
31-Mar-18
11.04.18

23178/3
28-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.620  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor
Shop,Kalampu
r , at
Kalampur,
Dist-Kalahandi

Nimai
Kumar
Sahoo

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.620 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

6. 31-
Mar-18

-
31-Mar-18
11.04.18

23198/3
30-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.620  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of

Bhagab
an
sahoo

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
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Main Out Still
Liquor
Shop,Baner ,
at Baner, Dist-
Kalahandi

recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.620 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category

cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

7. 31-
Mar-18

-
04-Apr-18
11.04.18

23221/3
35-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.08  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor
Shop,Tarapur ,
at Tarapur ,
Dist-Kalahandi

M/s
Laxmi
Narayan
Manmo
han Lal

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.080 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

8. 31-
Mar-18

-
07-Apr-18
11.04.18

23232/3
37-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
0.810  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still

M/s
Durga
Prasad
Sahu &
Rajesh
Kumar

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
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Liquor Shop,
Hatikhoj, at
Hatikhoj, Dist-
Kalahandi

Sahu Environmental Clearance for
production of 0.810 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

9. 31-
Mar-18

-
07-Apr-18
11.04.18

23236/3
38-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.350  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Khajurpada, at
Khajurpada,
Dist-Kalahandi

M/s
Durga
Prasad
Sahu &
Rajesh
Kumar
Sahu

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.350 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

10. 31-
Mar-18

-
07-Apr-18
11.04.18

23238/3
39-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
0.810  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,

M/s
Durga
Prasad
Sahu &
Rajesh
Kumar
Sahu

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
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Nishanpur, at
Nishanpur,
Dist-Kalahandi

production of 0.243 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

11. 31-
Mar-18

-
07-Apr-18
10.04.18

23162/3
40-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
0.858  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Laimura, at
Laimura, Dist-
Deogarh

Bhikari
Charan
Sahu

Deogarh The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 0.858 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

12. 31-
Mar-18

-
07-Apr-18
11.04.18

23240/3
41-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.080  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Rupra, at

M/s
Durga
Prasad
Sahu &
Rajesh
Kumar
Sahu

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.080 KLD of

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
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Rupra, Dist-
Kalahandi

county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

13. 31-
Mar-18

-
04-Apr-18
11.04.18

23226/3
36-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
0.810  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor
Shop,Temra,
at Temra, Dist-
Kalahandi

M/s
Laxmi
Narayan
Manmo
han Lal

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 0.810 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

14. 03-Apr-
18

-
07-Apr-18
13.04.18

23351/3
59-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
6.972  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit,
Main Out Still
Liquor
Shop,Dhudhuri
am , at

Sri
Jagdish
Sahu

Jharsugu
da

The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 3.486 KLD of
county Liquor with following

Deferred
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Dhudhuriam ,
Dist-
Jharsuguda

condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

15. 01-Apr-
18

-
07-Apr-18
17.04.18

23225/3
45-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.620  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Deuli , at
Deuli , Dist-
Boudh

Sri
Ashis
Kumar
Sahu

Boudh The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.620 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

16. 01-Apr-
18

-
07-Apr-18
17.04.18

23266/3
46-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
0.810  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Gobjore, at
Gobjore, Dist-
Boudh

Sri
Ashis
Kumar
Sahu

Boudh The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 0.810 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
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conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

17. 01-Apr-
18

-
07-Apr-18
17.04.18

23267/3
47-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
0.810  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Tundumal  , at
Tundumal  ,
Dist-Boudh

Sri
Ashis
Kumar
Sahu

Boudh The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 0.810 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

18. 01-Apr-
18

-
07-Apr-18
17.04.18

23260/
348-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.080  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Talapadar  , at
Talapadar  ,
Dist-Boudh

Sri Lalit
Kumar
Meher

Boudh The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.080 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
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SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

19. 01-Apr-
18

-
07-Apr-18
17.04.18

23268/3
49-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
0.540  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Jhankarpada  ,
at
Jhankarpada  ,
Dist-Boudh

Sri Lalit
Kumar
Meher

Boudh The SEAC in its meeting held on
18.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 0.540 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

20. 01-Apr-
18

-
07-Apr-18
17.04.18

23269/3
50-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
0.540  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit,
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Mardole  , at
Mardole  ,
Dist-Boudh

Sri
Ashis
Kumar
Sahu

Boudh The SEAC in its meeting held on
19.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 0.540 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
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19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

21. 02-Apr-
18

-
07-Apr-18
13.04.18

23282/3
53-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.620  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit,
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Bagedia, at
Bagedia  ,
Dist-Angul

Sri
Anjan
Kumar
Sahoo

Angul The SEAC in its meeting held on
19.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.620 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

22. 02-Apr-
18

-
07-Apr-18
13.04.18

23286/3
54-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
0.882  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit,
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Ghantiposi
(Chatiapali), at
Ghantiposi  ,
Dist-Deogarh

Sri
Anjan
Kumar
Sahoo

Deogarh The SEAC in its meeting held on
19.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 0.882 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
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(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

23. 02-Apr-
18

-
07-Apr-18
13.04.18

23300/3
55-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
2.166  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit,
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Golabandh, at
Golabandh  ,
Dist-Deogarh

Sri
Anjan
Kumar
Sahoo

Deogarh The SEAC in its meeting held on
19.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 2.166 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

24. 02-Apr-
18

-
07-Apr-18
13.04.18

23313/3
56-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
2.970  KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor Unit,
Main Out Still
Liquor Shop,
Bahialisahi
(Kosala), at
Bahialisahi
(Kosala), Dist-
Angul

Sri
Pranab
Kumar
Behera

Angul The SEAC in its meeting held on
19.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 2.970 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
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is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

25. 11-Apr-
18

-
13-Apr-18
17.04.18

23278/3
71-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.08 KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor
Manufacturing
Unit,
Baghiapada
Main Out Still
Shop at
Village-
Baghiapada,
Tehsil- Boudh,
Dist- Boudh

Sri.
Gokulan
anda
Sahu

Boudh The SEAC in its meeting held on
19.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.08 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category.

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

26. 08-Apr-
18

-
09-Apr-18
17.04.18

23835/3
65-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
4.320 KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor
Manufacturing
Unit, Umerkote
Main Out Still
Shop at Ward
No-6,
Umerkote
Municipality,
Tehsil-
Umerkote,
Dist-

M/s
Shiw
Prasad
Sahu &
Sons;
Sri
Siddhart
ha Sahu

Nabarang
pur

The SEAC in its meeting held on
19.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 4.320 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the

Deferred
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Nabarangpur subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category

27. 08-Apr-
18

-
09-Apr-18
17.04.18

23868/3
68-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
0.81 KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor
Manufacturing
Unit,
Kuchagaon
Main Out Still
Shop at
Village-
Kuchagaon,
Tehsil-
Jaipatna, Dist-
Kalahandi

Sri Rishi
Sahu

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
19.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 0.810 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

28. 08-Apr-
18

-
09-Apr-18
17.04.18

23870/3
69-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
0.81 KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor
Manufacturing
Unit,
Mangalpur
Main Out Still
Shop at
Village-
Mangalpur,
Tehsil-
Jaipatna, Dist-
Kalahandi

Sri Rishi
Sahu

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
19.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 0.810 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
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Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category

revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

29. 09-Apr-
18

-
09-Apr-18
17.04.18

23873/3
70-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
1.08 KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor
Manufacturing
Unit, Talgud
Main Out Still
Shop at
Village-
Talgud, Tehsil-
Jaipatna, Dist-
Kalahandi

Sri Rishi
Sahu

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
19.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 1.08 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the
matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

30. 07-Apr-
18

-
09-Apr-18
17.04.18

23821/3
63-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of
2.43 KLD
Mahua Flower
Based Country
Liquor
Manufacturing
Unit ,
Kakbhata Main
Out Still Shop
at Kakbhata,
Tehsil-
Lanjigarh,
Dist-Kalahandi

Harendr
a
Prasad
Sahu

Kalahandi The SEAC in its meeting held on
19.05.18 has considered the
proposal as ‘B2’ category as the
unit is generating waste water
less than 100 KLD and
recommended to grant
Environmental Clearance for
production of 2.430 KLD of
county Liquor with following
condition in addition to modified
conditions recommended in
SEAC meeting held on
19.01.2018.
(i) The Environmental Clearance
is granted subject to the
subsequent order of MoEF&CC,
Govt. of India if any in the

To minimize ground
water drawal, steps
should be taken to use
as much water as
possible in recycling for
cooling etc. All the
waste ash (from husk)
and Mahua flower
residue shall be gainfully
utilized without piling up
at the site.
EC may be granted with
the above additional
conditions; subject to
further stipulation that
the EC is liable to be
revoked if these units
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matter; and that the EC is liable
to be revoked forthwith if Govt.
of India treats these units
otherwise than B2 category

are not treated as B2
category by Govt. of
India.

4. Forty one (41) nos. of new Category-B project proposals received by SEIAA.
Sl.
No.

Date
of
online
receipt
of the
propo
sal

Date of sending E-
mail to PP for
seeking additional
information, if any
after preliminary
scrutiny by MS/
Env. Engr. /
Date of Despatch
of acceptance
letter and asking
for submission of
hard copy of the
proposal  /
Date of receipt of
hard copy of the
proposal for TOR /
for EC.

Propos
al File
No.

Catego
ry of
the
propos
al

Project
/
Activity
applied
for

Name of the proposal Name of
the
project
propone
nt along
with
contact
details

District
/
Tahasil

Gist of
apprais
al
report /
Commu
nication
receive
d from
SEAC

Observations /
Minutes of SEIAA
meeting (To be
uploaded to relevant
website of MoEF&CC,
and communicated to
concerned quarters by
post)

1 2 3, 4, 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1. 06-

May-18
-

07-May-18
17.05.18

26006/3
95-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 6.786 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit,  Kadobahal Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at  Kadobahal,
Dist-Bargarh

Md.
Shahid
Hussain &
Md.Rahat
Hussain

Bargarh Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

2. 07-
May-18

10-May-18
17.05.18

26017/3
97-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.35 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit,  Anandapur Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at  Anandapur,
Dist-Keonjhar

Dinesh
Prasad
Saha

Keonjha
r

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

3. 08-
May-18

10-May-18
17.05.18

26025/3
98-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.62 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Balbaspur Main
Out Still Liquor Shop,  at  Balbaspur ,
Dist-Kalahandi

M/s
Baldev
Sahu &
Sons

Kalahan
di

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

4. 08-
May-18

10-May-18
17.05.18

26026/3
99-
IND2/05

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 0.81 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Sargiguda Main

M/s
Baldev
Sahu &

Kalahan
di

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.
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-2018 Out Still Liquor Shop,  at  Narla ,
Dist-Kalahandi

Sons

5. 08-
May-18

10-May-18
17.05.18

26028/4
00-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.08 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Bindhanpathar
Main Out Still Liquor Shop,  at
Pipruta ,  Dist-Balangir

Bholanath
Sahu

Balangir Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

6. 08-
May-18

10-May-18
17.05.18

26029/4
01-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 0.81 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Jamut Main Out
Still Liquor Shop,  at  Jamut ,  Dist-
Balangir

Bholanath
Sahu

Balangir Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

7. 08-
May-18

10-May-18
17.05.18

26033/4
02-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.08 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Brahmani Main
Out Still Liquor Shop,  at  Brahmani ,
Dist-Subarnapur

Avinash
Anand

Subarna
pur

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

8. 08-
May-18

10-May-18
17.05.18

26036/4
03-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 2.034 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Tenteldhara
Main Out Still Liquor Shop,  at
Samardarha ,  Dist-Bargarh

Hemanta
Kumar
Sahu

Bargarh Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

9. 10-
May-18

11-May-18
17.05.18

26035/4
04-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 3.282 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Santamal Main
Out Still Liquor Shop,  at  Santamal ,
Dist-Bargarh

Hemanta
Kumar
Sahu

Bargarh Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

10. 02-
May-18

07-May-18
18.05.18

25952/3
92-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.62 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit,  Karadagadia
Main Out Still Liquor Shop, at
Karadagadia ,  Dist-Angul

Bikram
Kishor
Sahoo

Angul Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

11. 04-
May-18

07-May-18
18.05.18

25985/3
93-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 4.05 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit,  Bajrakote Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at  Bajrakote ,
Dist-Angul

Bikram
Kishor
Sahoo

Angul Send to SEAC for
appraisal.
Seems to be a large
number unit.

12. 05-
May-18

07-May-18
18.05.18

25998/3
94-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 18.90 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit,  Banarpal Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at  Nuahata
,Tahasil-Banarpal  Dist-Angul

Bikram
Kishor
Sahoo

Angul Send to SEAC for
appraisal.
Seems to be a large
number unit.
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13. 18-
May-18

21-May-18
21.05.18

26059/4
08-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.890 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Boinda Main Out
Still Liquor Shop, at Boinda, Dist-
Angul.

Bikram
Kishor
Sahoo

Angul Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

14. 18-
May-18

21-May-18
21.05.18

26070/4
09-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.08 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Ghosar Main Out
Still Liquor Shop, at Ghosar, Dist-
Angul

Bikram
Kishor
Sahoo

Angul Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

15. 18-
May-18

21-May-18
21.05.18

26083/4
10-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 7.560 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Lodhabandha
Main Out Still Liquor Shop, at
Lodhabandha, Dist- Angul

Prakash
Kumar
Sahoo

Angul Send to SEAC for
appraisal.
Seems to be a large
number unit.

16. 19-
May-18

21-May-18
21.05.18

26075/4
11-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 3.780 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Natada Main Out
Still Liquor Shop, at Natada, Dist-
Angul

Prakash
Kumar
Sahoo

Angul Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

17. 20-
May-18

21-May-18
21.05.18

26150/4
16-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.374 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Pitiri Main Out
Still Liquor Shop, at Pitiri, Dist-
Dhenkanal

Prakash
Kumar
Sahoo

Dhenka
nal

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

18. 21-
May-18

21-May-18
21.05.18

26123/4
19-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 4.122 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit,Mangalpur Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at Mangalpur,
Dist- Dhenkanal

Rajashree
Mishra

Dhenka
nal

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.
Seems to be a large
number unit.

19. 21-
May-18

21-May-18
21.05.18

26157/4
20-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.722 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit,Badrapalli Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at Badrapalli,
Dist- Dhenkanal

Rajashree
Mishra

Dhenka
nal

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

20. 21-
May-18

21-May-18
21.05.18

26160/4
21-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 0.516 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Pandua Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at Pandua,
Dist- Dhenkanal

Rajashree
Mishra

Dhenka
nal

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

21. 21-
May-18

21-May-18
21.05.18

26161/4
22-
IND2/05

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.722 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Kanteikolia Main

Rajashree
Mishra

Dhenka
nal

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.
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-2018 Out Still Liquor Shop, at Kanteikolia,
Dist-Dhenkanal

22. 19-
May-18

21-May-18
22.05.18

26074/4
12-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 2.160 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Pallahara Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at Pallahara,
Dist- Angul

Biren
Kumar
Jaiswal

Angul Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

23. 19-
May-18

21-May-18
22.05.18

26147/4
14-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.722 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Hindol Main Out
Still Liquor Shop, at Hindol, Dist-
Dhenkanal

Prakash
Kumar
Sahoo

Dhenka
nal

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

24. 20-
May-18

21-May-18
22.05.18

26148/4
15-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.722 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Patala Main Out
Still Liquor Shop, at Patala, Dist-
Dhenkanal

Prakash
Kumar
Sahoo

Dhenka
nal

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

25. 20-
May-18

21-May-18
23.05.18

26153/4
17-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 2.406 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Rangathalli Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at Rangathalli,
Dist- Dhenkanal

Prakash
Kumar
Sahoo

Dhenka
nal

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

26. 20-
May-18

21-May-18
23.05.18

26158/4
18-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 0.516 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Tulasiposi Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at Tulasiposi,
Dist- Dhenkanal

Prakash
Kumar
Sahoo

Dhenka
nal

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

27. 21-
May-18

24-May-18
24.05.18

26095/4
23-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.032 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit,Ambapalash
Main Out Still Liquor Shop, at
Ambapalash, Dist- Dhenkanal

Prakash
Kumar
Sahoo

Dhenka
nal

Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

28. 31-
Mar-18

07-Apr-18
25.05.18

23262/3
43-
IND2/03
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.62  KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still Liquor Shop, Taparna,
at  Taparna, Dist-Boudh

Sri
Karunaka
r Sahu &
Sri
Rajesh
Kumar

Boudh Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

29. 01-Apr-
18

07-Apr-18
25.05.18

23265/3
44-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 0.54  KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor Unit of
Main Out Still Liquor Shop, Narayan
Prasad, at  Narayan Prasad, Dist-
Boudh

Sri
Karunaka
r Sahu &
Sri
Rajesh

Boudh Send to SEAC for
appraisal.
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Kumar

30. 30/04/2
018-

correct
date

30-Apr-18
25.05.18

25925/3
86-
IND2/04
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 0.69 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Main Out Still
Liquor Shop, Gobindapur, at
Gobindapur,  Dist-Ganjam

Sri Sanjay
Prasad

Ganjam Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

31. 19-
May-18

21-May-18
25.05.18

26127/4
13-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 2.064 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Baradi (Tatabali)
Main Out Still Liquor Shop, at
Tatabali, Dist-Ganjam.

Rajendra
Kumar
Sahu

Ganjam Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

32. 21-
May-18

24-May-18
25.05.18

26171/4
24-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.350 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit,Badagada Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at
Baramundali, Dist- Ganjam

Sri Ranka
Sahu

Ganjam Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

33. 22-
May-18

24-May-18
25.05.18

26173/4
27-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.62 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Baidyanathpur
Main Out Still Liquor Shop, at
Baidyanathpur, Dist- Boudh

Prabin
Kumar
Gupta

Boudh Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

34. 22-
May-18

24-May-18
25.05.18

26184/4
28-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.032 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit,Ballisira  Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at Ballisira  ,
Dist- Ganjam

Smt.
Esperenta
Mali

Ganjam Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

35. 22-
May-18

24-May-18
25.05.18

26187/4
29-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 1.032 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Nandika  Main
Out Still Liquor Shop, at Nandika  ,
Dist- Ganjam

Kasi
Swain

Ganjam Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

36. 22-
May-18

24-May-18
25.05.18

26192/4
30-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 2.580 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Dhanaghara
Main Out Still Liquor Shop, at
Kalabada  , Dist- Ganjam

B.Mohan
Rao

Ganjam Send to SEAC for
appraisal.

37. 24-
May-18

24-May-18
25.05.18

26174/4
31-
IND2/05
-2018

Industry
-2

5(g)-
Distilleri
es

Production of 2.064 KLD Mahua
Flower Based Country Liquor
Manufacturing Unit, Gudiapalli
(Budhamba) Main Out Still Liquor
Shop, at Gudiapalli, Dist- Ganjam.

Laxmi
Narayan
Pradhan

Ganjam Send to SEAC for
appraisal.
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